DPF cleaning is a highly profitable & growing market place that an increasing number of workshops are
making the decision to join. Many Euro 6 vehicles are now attaching mileage that OEMs state that
cleaning is required- around 100-200k+ miles. Hartridge are proud to offer the DPF300 product family to
support this important technology. The DPF300 is the most comprehensive DPF cleaning solution
available, allowing flexibility for the workshop to tailor their process to what each DPF requires; whether it
is just pneumatic cleaning or a full thermal treatment.

Volvo Endorsement-Click here to read more...
In an insightful Volvo press release they strongly highlight the harsh reality of not having a DPF
cleaning solution in your business. By not having a solution for your customers then you are
effectively turning them away; and turning your profits away in the process. Volvo supports this system
for being the best clean for their DPFs and actually any OEM DPF.

Cummins Endorsement-Click here to read more...
Cummins not only extol the virtues of this equipment, but they invest in this system themselves. Cummins
recommendations focus on the benefits of this system being set of machines which work together
effectively and flexibly to clean multiple OEM DPFs to meet industry standards.

Paccar Endorsement-Click here to watch the video
Paccar have done their own industry comparison research and have found that this system
cleans the best and with the most uniformity. Again, they also remark how the different
machines have individual strengths and come together to be a system which is more effective
than other systems.

Why Hartridge?
The reliability and patented technology of the FSX DPF cleaning technology has been
incorporated into Hartridge’s outstanding equipment. The DPF300 Master Series features
bespoke control panels & user features that can’t be found on any other machine, setting it
ahead of the rest, as well as benefiting from Hartridge’s worldwide network and expert
aftersales support.

